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We prove several operator inequalities which are analogous to the 
Schwarz inequality. 
Our main result is Theorem 2 which gives an inequality for a large 
class of positive operator maps. Theorem 1, which we present first, is 
really a special case of Theorem 2. Theorem 1 is, however, Theorem 2 
in its simplest and most accessible form, and, for that reason, we prefer 
to begin with a direct proof of it. After proving Theorem 2, we show 
how it applies to several well-known maps, e.g., partial traces and 
projection maps. 
Let ~(H)  be the set of bounded, linear operators on a Hilbert space, 
H. The following fact will be useful. If F, C 6 ~(H)  and C > 0 (i.e., 
(x, Cx) ~ O, Vx ~ H), then, for ~ > 0, F*(C + d)-aF is an increasing 
net of positive operators in ~(H)  as ~ ~ 0. Such a net has a limit in the 
strong operator topology if and only if it is bounded above [1]. In that 
case, we define 
F*C-1F ~ s -- limF*(C + d)-IF (1) 
E$0 
and write F*C-1F c :~(H). 
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THEOREM 1. I f  C, D, F, G ~ ~(H),  C, D > 0 and F*C-tF, 
G*D-1G e M(H), then (F + G)*(C + D)-I(F + G) ~ M(H) and satisfies 
(F -? G)*(C + D)-~(F --}- G) < F*C-aF + G*D-~G. (2) 
Proof. We first assume that C and D are nonsingular and let 
X -= C-1/~F- C1/~A, 
Y = D-1/~ G _ D1/ZA. 
Then, for all A ~ M(H), 
0 < X*X + Y*Y = F*C-~F -+ G*D-~G -- (F + G)*(C + D)-I(F .-[- G) 
q- [(C q- D)I/2A -- (C + D)-I/2(F + G)]* 
× [(C + D)V~A -- (C --}- D)-~/2(F + V)]. 
Letting A = (C + D)-I(F -}- G), one obtains (2) when C and D are 
nonsingular. If C and D are arbitrary positive elements of ~(H),  note 
that C + d are nonsingular if E > 0. Then 
(F + G)*(C q- D + 2d)-l(F -k G) < F*(C + d)- lF  + G*(D + d)-XG 
.< F*C-1F + G*D-1G 
and the right side is in g (H)  by assumption. Thus (F+G)* (C+D+d)  -1 
(F + G) is bounded above and the strong limit exists and satisfies 
inequality (2) as desired. Q.E.D. 
If, for 0 <~ < 1, we replace F by oa v, C by ~C, G by (1 -- ~)G, 
and D by (1 -- ~)D in (2), it immediately follows that £2 = {(F, C): C > 0 
and F, C, F*C-1F E ~(H)} is convex. Moreover, the map from ~2 into 
~(H)  given by (F, C) --+ F*C-1F is jointly convex in F and C. When 
F = F*, C = [1 -- ~oF], and ~o < I[ F I[ -1, one obtains the well-known 
fact [2] that C -*  C~[1 -- ~oC] -1 is operator convex. Then, when d/z(~o) 
is a positive measure and a > 0, 
y(x )  = x~( I  - o~x) -1 a~(~) 
g 
defines a convex operator function on {X: [] XI[ < 1/a}. 
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THEOREM 2. Let S be a bounded linear map from a Hilbert space H 
into a Hilbert space K. Define the positive map q~: ~(K)  ~ ~(H) by 
cp(X) = S*XS. (3) 
Then, for all A, B e ~(K),  
(i) V(A*B)[~(B*B)]-1 ~(B*A) e M(H) 
and 
(ii) q~(A*A) > q~(A*B)[q)(B*B)] -1 q~(B*A). (4) 
Proof. Let ~ > 0, and let X -= A -- BA, where 
A ----- S[S*B*BS -k dn] -1 S*B*A ~ M(K). 
Using q)(X*X) ---- S*X*XS > 0 and, e.g., v(CA) =- q~(C)[q~(B*B) -k
dH] -1 ~o(B*A) for all C ~ ~(K) ,  one easily finds that for all ~ > 0, 
q)(A*A) > q~(A*B)[q~(B*B) -k dH]-lq~(B*A) 
~- Eqo(A*B)[q~(B*B) -k dH] -2 q)(B*A) 
> ~(A*B)[q~(B*B) + dH] -1 qv(B*A). 
Therefore, one can take the strong limit as E ~ 0, and the theorem is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
We now give some applications of Theorem 2. 
Example 1 (Completely Positive Maps). Let ~o be a normalized, 
completely positive map (see, e.g., [3, 4]) from one C* algebra 0{ 1 into 
another (g2. Then [3] there exist ,-representations 7r 1 and ~2 of 51 and 
6~ 2 as bounded operators on Hilbert spaces K and H, respectively, such 
that 
.ff2((p(X)) = Vg~Trl(X)V, 
where V is an isometry from H into K. Therefore, ~o satisfies inequality 
(4). Although ~r2[9~(A*B)] ~r~[~0(B*B)] -1 ~r2[~(B*A)] ~M(H),  it is not 
neeessarily in ~r~(6~) unless C{ z is a yon Neumann algebra or q,(B*B) is 
nonsingular. Letting B be the identity in inequality (4), one obtains 
Kadison's result [4], q~(A*A) >~ q~(A*)q~(A), for completely positive 
maps. 
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Example 2 (Projection Maps). Let C/1, Cf 2 be von Neumann algebras 
with a unit I such that i E C[ 2 C 0/1 - A projection map (sometimes called 
conditional expectation) [5-7] 7 is a map from ~1--~ ~2 such that the 
norm of T is 1 and ~-(A~) = A 2 , VA 2 e C/~. Then ~- is completely positive 
[6], so that, as in Example 1, 
.r(A*A) ~ r(A*B)[r(B*B)] -1 -r(B*A). (5) 
Further, since ~2 was assumed to be avon  Neumann algebra, the right 
side of (5) is in ~.  
Alternatively, by using z(AtA2) ~ T(A1) A e VA~ ~ 011, A2 ~ 6~2 [7], 
one can prove (5) directly as in Theorem 3. 
Example 3 (Partial Trace). Let H 1 and H 2 be Hilbert spaces with 
H 2 finite-dimensional nd consider the map T2: M(H 1 ®/ /2 )  -+ ~(H1) 
given by 
N 
(V, T~(X)~b) ---- ~ (~ @ eK, X~b (~ elc), (6) 
K=I 
where ~0, ~b E / /1 ,  {e~} is an arbitrary, orthonormal basis in Ha,  and 
X ~ ~(H 1 ® H2). It is easy to prove that the above definition is inde- 
pendent of the basis. I f  X is of the form X t ® Xu with X 1 ~ ~(H~) and 
Xu 6 ~(H2) , then T2(X ) = tr(Xu)X1, where tr is the usual trace on 
H a . We call T z the partial trace from ~(H 1 ® Ha) into ~(H1). 
THEOREM 3. Let H1, Hu, and T 2 be as defined above. Then 
T2( A * B)[ T2( B* B)]-I T~( B* A) + 2Y( H~) and 
T~(A*A) >~ T,(A*B)[T2(B*B)]-XT2(B*A) (7) 
for all A, B + 2(Ul ® 
Proof. It is easy to see that T~ is completely positive so that the 
theorem follows from Theorem 2; it may be instructive, however, 
to give the following direct proof. Let 
X= A - -BA,  
A = [T,(B*B) + dl]-XT~(B*A) (~ I~. 
Then the result follows from Tz(X*X ) > 0 and T2(C[A 1 Q I~]) = 
[T2(C)] A t for all C e ~(H t (~//2) and A 1 ~ 2(H1) , as in Theorem 2. 
If H 2 is oo-dimensional, one can similarly define the partial trace, 
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T 2 , as an unbounded map on an appropriate subset of ~(H 1 @ H~). 
We shall not, however, do so here. Then T~ satisfies inequality (7) 
whenever A*A and B*B are in the domain of Tz 
Example 4 (Theorem 1). Let H~ be 2-dimensional. Then one can 
recover Theorem 1 as a special case of Theorem 3 by considering 
A ---- [(C + dl) @ P + (D + dl) @ Q]-~/2[F @ P + G @ Q], 
B = [(C + dl) @ P + (D + d~) @ Q]l/2, 
where P and Q are 1-dimensional, orthogonal projections in ~(H~) and 
C, D, F, G ~ ~(H1) and C, D > 0. 
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